1. REMOVE DAMAGED CONCRETE AND PREPARE SURFACE OF EXISTING CONCRETE PER ICRI GUIDELINE NO. 310.1R-2008.

2. COMPLETELY CLEAN THE EXPOSED REINFORCING STEEL OF CORROSION PRODUCT. REPLACE STEEL AS REQUIRED.

3. ENSURE THAT ALL EXPOSED REINFORCING STEEL IS SECURELY FASTENED TOGETHER WITH TIE WIRES TO PROVIDE GOOD ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY.

4. ATTACH MasterProtect® ANODES TO CLEAN REINFORCING STEEL AT AN EVEN SPACING WITHIN THE PATCH AREA. REFER TO BASF DETAILS B-1066 FOR MAXIMUM SPACING GUIDELINES.

5. PLACE NEW CONCRETE REPAIR MORTAR INTO THE REPAIR AREA PER PROJECT REQUIREMENTS. OBSERVE ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY LIMITS ON REPAIR MORTARS AND BONDING AGENTS USED.